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WPA1000
P O R T A B L E  D A T A  T E R M I N A L

Big Business Tools. Small Business Attitude. 

::

Integrated 802.11 b/g connectivity

64 MB SDRAM and 64 MB Flash 

Add up to 1 GB of additional memory via SDIO slot

Windows Mobile 5.0 operating system

Operates up to 12 hours on a single charge (with 802.11 turned off)

7-key keypad, including navigation key

Large, high-contrast color touch screen with backlight
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The WPA1000 mobile computer offers barcode scanning and data capture on-the-go for today’s mobile workforce. Easily scan barcodes using the

WPA1000’s integrated laser barcode scanner, or add data to the mobile computer using the touch-screen keypad. Sharp, high-contrast color viewing

ensures that you can review data easily, indoors or outdoors. 

The WPA1000 is built to tolerate the demands of high-traffic environments. The compact, handheld computer withstands multiple 4-foot drops to

concrete, and offers an ergonomic design that is comfortable for prolonged use. 

Downloading data to your PC from the WPA1000 is fast and simple. Communicate wirelessly using the WPA1000’s built-in 802.11 b/g connectivity, or

rapidly download data using the included USB communication cable. 64 MB of SDRAM and 64 MB of Flash memory ensure that you can capture large

amounts of data in the field. Additional memory can be added using the SDIO slot. 

The WPA1000 is powered by an Intel PXA270 520MHz processor, and offers user-friendly Windows Mobile 5.0 operating system for easy integration

and use. The WPA1000 is RoHS compliant and CB, TELEC, CE, FCC, BSMI, VCCI, and CCC certified.

:: BENEFITS

Capture and store data away from your PC, improving 

productivity and efficiency

Accurately record barcode data with the integrated laser scanner, 

eliminating data entry errors

Compact, lightweight design ensures comfortable use

802.11 b/g and USB communication methods easily 

integrate into any environment

Compatible with Wasp MobileAsset and Inventory Control software




